ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The notion of deep learning associated with autonomy is almost universally recognised as the goal of educational practice in higher education. Deep learning encourages active participation, promotes autonomous learning and allows dynamic formation of knowledge and understanding. Students who deal with a task using a deep approach are interested, challenged and afforded a sense of importance.
2 In stark contrast, surface learning is teacher-centred and controlled. The emphasis is on 1 Elaine Campbell is a Solicitor Tutor at Northumbria Law School. She is also to be found on twitter @alawuntoherself. repetition, content coverage, and a step by step approach to attainment of learning outcomes facilitated by rote learning.
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This arises largely as a consequence of attempting to complete tasks quickly in order to meet course requirements. 4 Deep, autonomous learning is particularly linked to Piaget 5 -inspired constructivist philosophies. The central tenet of constructivism is that students develop conceptual frameworks or "schemas" within which they can explore ideas and solve problems. 6 Educational programmes based on constructivist principles, such as clinical legal education, see students as individual learners with the ability to build their schema through experience and reflection on that experience. The student is at the centre of the learning process, and the idea is that the power is transferred to them.
Constructive pedagogies also make use of groups as a route to this type of learning.
Proponents of group work argue that it gives students the opportunity to actively explore, clarify and analyse perceptions, knowledge and understanding, and that it encourages student-student interaction.
7
There is an assumption that groups are automatically constructivist and that the power lies with the students in that group.
It so follows that if we place group work into an experiential setting like clinical legal education, then this is inherently a model of student-centred teaching. the case? In this paper, as well as drawing on the contents of a reflective journal, I use my personal voice and experiences as a clinician to critically reflect on that assumption. I argue that an authentic student-centred approach to clinical small group work (commonly known as rounds or firm meetings) is best achieved when the power that the clinician holds is transferred to the students and they are able to design and deliver sessions themselves. However, I do not pretend that this change in practice is not without its tensions. Those tensions can include the fear of relinquishing control and apprehension about student choices. Concerns as to how students (particularly those less inclined to contribute to group work) will cope with leading the group can also be anxiety-inducing. By exploring these issues, my aim is to provide a lens through which we, as clinicians, can capture, critique and develop small group work practice. of clinical legal education as a pedagogic technique: "its focus is on the learner and the process of learning". 12 University based legal clinics come in various shapes and sizes but for all of those clinics the key theme is that students are being exposed to the reality of providing legal services to members of the public. It is a combination of hands on training and the provision of access to justice, which also allows for reflection on the ethical values of the legal profession.
The students take responsibility for their cases and clients; taking instructions, undertaking intense practical legal research, advising the client face to face and in writing, drafting documents, managing a client file, dealing with third parties such as other solicitors or persons with whom the client is in dispute, and, in some instances, providing representation at court. The "commitment to shifting the focus of student 9 This is an integrated Masters programme where students obtain a Masters level qualification as well as completing the Qualifying Law Degree and obtaining an exemption from the vocational Legal Practice Course. It is worth pausing for a moment to consider the relationship that students and clinical supervisors have. The traditional teacher/student relationship has been described as two people rowing a boat to a distant shore.
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The teacher's role is to steer, pointing out the goal and encouraging the student, but she must not take the oars. The student's role is to row; approaches, pauses and speed are entirely in their control.
Superficially, this appears to be in line with the ideals underpinning clinical teaching. Because of this students can find themselves talking to their supervisor on a "completely different level". 19 Students are not quite students, but they are not quite colleagues either. The goal is to make sure that the rowing boat gets to its destination; sometimes the student can take the rudder, sometimes the teacher needs to help the student to drive the oars through the water.
SMALL GROUP SESSIONS: "FIRM MEETINGS"
Due to the nature of live client work, the teaching programme in the Student Law
Office deviates from the traditional design of lecture followed by seminar/workshop.
As soon as students arrive in the Student Law Office they are introduced to their fellow firm members and their supervisor. Their supervisor then provides the student with a prospective client enquiry and they begin their journey towards assisting that person. Supervisors regularly communicate with the students in their firm, often on a daily basis. E-mails are exchanged and informal discussions take place in the Student Law Office or the supervisor's office.
20
There is an almost constant stream of formative feedback.
21
The only time that students are compelled to come together with their fellow firm members is in weekly 50 minute firm meetings. 
GROUP WORK AND A STUDENT-CENTRED APPROACH
In terms of learning environments, small groups are thought to be "ideal".
24
Collier remarks on the "almost startling shift" from surface to deep learning when groups are formed and utilised.
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Others note that the benefits of group work include heightened levels of motivation, a greater sense of satisfaction, a stronger sense of mutual obligation amongst peers and a better capacity of applying learned concepts in new situations.
26
Drawing on the constructivist tradition, groups are supposedly the vehicle within which students can build their own knowledge rather than simply acquiring it ready-made. 27 It is strongly associated with the move from teachercentred learning to student-centred learning, the features of which are set out below. There is even some speculation as to whether "autonomy" is the correct term. Candy has identified 30 different phrases, including: independent learning, learner controlled instruction, non-traditional learning, participatory learning, self-direction, self teaching and self organised learning. 30 Autonomy is often explored as a capacity issue: students have the capacity to be autonomous, or not.
Teacher-centred Student-centred
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Whilst this seems logical, it is important to recognise that autonomy is not a personality trait. In order to develop such a capacity students need to be allowed to take charge of their own learning. There must be a shift in power from teacher to student. This does not mean that the student needs to have completely free rein. As Candy suggests, teachers and students occupy positions on a continuum from teacher-control at the one extreme to learner control at the other "where the concomitant acceptance of responsibility of the learner".
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As the figure above shows, the student-centred approach requires that power lies primarily with the student.
Due to the notion of a transfer of power, there exists an assumption that groups are automatically constructivist and facilitate a student-centred approach to learning. This is also true of experiential learning. Therefore, the inference must be that small group sessions in a clinical context are the epitome of such an approach. In Collier's study on group work, a student noted the change from a didactic lecture session to working in a small group. He said, "We have a leader who co-ordinates our work and guides our thinking and planning, yet the hierarchy has become blurred as in an organic structure. We are, therefore, allowed much individual or small group autonomy... The leader interrupts this autonomy only when it is in danger of becoming erratic".
35
On first glance, it appears to be a positive experience for the student but the power clearly remains with the teacher.
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This represents what happens in firm meetings. Therefore, I was left with this question: how can a firm meeting facilitate student-centred learning where the student is truly active, responsible, creative and has choice, if the power relating to content, format, dynamics and delivery ultimately lies with the supervisor?
TRANSFERRING POWER
The challenge was to tip the balance of power in the favour of the students. I started by exploring what other supervisors did in their firm meetings, primarily by way of discussion but also by attending others' meetings.
One meeting in particular had a transformative effect on the way that I approached my clinical small group work from that point. When I arrived for the meeting I was surprised to see that one student took the lead straight away. She facilitated the meeting, having decided on the topic, the structure and the exercises to be undertaken.
The most striking aspect was that the firm supervisor and I were treated like members of the firm and not as authority figures. We were required to take part in the exercises (which included a test on financial and commercial matters in the United Kingdom) 35 Collier, supra n. 25, p.18. 36 This is perhaps demonstrated by the student's insistence on referring to him as the leader.
and to give our answers like every other attendee. The student leading the session took great pride in delivering it, drawing on her own knowledge of commercial awareness. The other students all contributed to the discussion and appeared to be enjoying it. Following this positive experience, I ran similar scheme as a pilot with my students later that year. I told them that if anyone wanted to lead a firm meeting then they could do so. All they had to do was discuss it with me first. Only one student took up this opportunity.
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It was clear to me that my exploration of the concept of student led firm meetings needed greater clarity and further planning. During the summer, in readiness for the next academic year, I listed four "rules" in my reflective diary: Here, the power would be primarily with the student leading the session. The element of teacher-control was reduced to deciding when a firm meeting would be student led. Due to timetabling restraints the meetings should be restricted to 50 minutes in length, but I did say that alternate arrangements could be made if required.
In all other respects the students were free to do as they wished. 37 The student organised a firm trip to a local law firm to watch a presentation on charity law. Key concerns fell into the following categories:
• Relevance of topic
• Format
• Level of challenge
• Leadership style
• Link with learning outcomes Table 1 in the Appendix provides a summary of the meetings each student led, briefly setting out the general theme and the activities that were carried out for each session.
What follows is an analysis of those concerns, drawing on my reflective journal and my lived experience of changing my clinical practice.
Relevance of topic
I was anxious about the topic that the students would choose to focus their sessions on.
Would students merely replicate the subject matter we had already covered?
Alternatively, would they choose to focus on an issue that had little to do with the module, programme or even degree? My colleagues had great fun teasing me that the students would just go to the pub! Having implemented student led firm meetings into my teaching for two years now, I would not be troubled if students wanted to run a session in a public house -so long as the topic/activity was of relevance, and of course, there was strictly no discussion of any client-related matters.
Take for example the student led meeting which was devoted to psychometric or numeric testing (see Table 1 : Student G). The student who designed that meeting downloaded tests from the internet, gave printouts to each person in the meeting and gave us all a period of time to answer the questions on the test sheet. invariably involve some form of psychometric or numeric testing (or both). The student leading the meeting effectively replicated the testing which takes place at assessment days. He said that he had thought about his own experiences attending those days and how he had been ill prepared for this type of testing. He wanted to share his experiences and help his fellow students by allowing them to practice the tests in a supportive environment.
As the table demonstrates, the majority of students chose a theme around which to base their meeting. Those themes can be grouped into the following streams:
• Skills
The MLaw Degree at Northumbria University seeks to integrate legal theory with legal practice. It was therefore not unexpected that some students would focus on practical skills such as presentations, time management and letter writing. Some students looked at skills that related specifically to the law, such as the negotiation of a legal dispute. Interestingly, despite spending three years learning about specific pieces of legislation and a plethora of cases, no-one chose to base their firm meeting on black letter law.
• Employability This was the most popular stream. As I have alluded to with the firm meeting on psychometric/numeric testing, there was a desire to focus on activities and discussions which would help students looking for a job. Most students framed this around a legal job (a training contract to be a solicitor, for example). However, some students did not want to join the legal profession after graduation and many sessions were designed so that the knowledge and skills acquired could be used in any number of settings. For example, one student focussed on the art of networking.
• Team building Some students pointedly called their firm meetings "team building sessions". I
have reflected more about this below, although it is important to note at this point that these sessions had a multitude of designs and we delivered in very different ways. The students came up with a spectrum of exercises from balloon making to what your handshake says about you to a handmade board game (called "Legalopoly") designed to test students' knowledge of the Student Law Office and encourage reflection.
Only one meeting lacked a clear theme. The activities were well prepared but there was a lack of coherence. It followed that the learning outcomes for the session were not made explicit and there were associated consequences for the level of challenge.
My immediate reaction to this firm meeting was that I had failed. Failed to prepare the student. Failed to help them succeed. Failed to give all the students in that group a good experience in that particular meeting. This goes back to the idea of the teacher as leader. After all, isn't it the teacher's role to make each session a valid and relevant learning experience for all? However, it would be entirely against the point of the meetings if I had asked each student to tell me what they were going to do and to work with them to ensure a relevant topic and coherent delivery. The balance of power would have swung back and the student's level of choice, responsibility and creativity diminished.
Format
I suspect that the students' choice of format for their firm meetings was influenced by the firm meetings that they had seen me lead during the first semester. Using Bligh's catalogue of group techniques
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, my firm meetings tend to be a combination of control and free group discussion and brainstorming. I use activities either as a precursor to the discussion or to help move the discussion on. Therefore, it is not surprising that the majority of the students' meetings followed suit. Only one student made an effort to differentiate the format of their meeting. They invited the Chief Executive Officer of a local business to come to the meeting as a guest speaker. The guest went round the table asking all of the firm members to introduce themselves and asked them about their goals. He gave a short speech about his career and the ideals that he aligned himself with. The group then asked him questions. The student leading the session did very little: she introduced her guest and then he proceeded to speak.
However, in terms of format it distinguished her firm meeting from that of others. A significant proportion of meetings had a low or medium degree of challenge for participants. Discussions were mainly free forming with individual members contributing when they wanted to. Only one student asked firm members to prepare materials before the session, and this was to simply bring a pre-written letter to the meeting.
Level of challenge
The two meetings which had a high level of challenge for participants utilised exercises where we were asked to complete tasks which required a demonstration of skill in front of others. For example, Student C prepared a fictional scenario where two organisations were in dispute. He split the group into two and asked each team to prepare for a negotiation with the other. We had a short period of time to, separately, create roles for each member of the team, agree upon strategies and goals, find arguments and consider alternatives. Every person had a role to play; it would have been difficult for them to remain silent or in the background. There was a goalboth teams wanted to win -and this added an extra dimension to the meeting.
Leadership style
It has been argued that the expectations for a role "are most easily met by the individual whose personality fits the role".
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It is true that the majority of the students who I would have identified as socially confident did live up to this expectation when they led their meeting. They gave direct supervision and told us what we needed to do and when. Alternatively, they asked for opinions at certain times in the meeting. There was only one meeting where I had to step in. The student appeared to be unprepared. The meeting involved a general discussion but the students did not seem engaged and it came to an end after 25 minutes when the student leading the session said that they had nothing further to contribute. I facilitated the rest of the session.
My experience here is a negative one. However, I also had the positive experience of watching students who had not demonstrated strong leadership or communication skills rise to the challenge. A student who had identified that he had struggled with the Student Law Office in the first semester said that he used the student led firm
meeting to show what he was capable of. He went from a student who would make 41 Anonymised extract from student appraisal.
sparse contributions to firm meetings to delivering a well structured meeting with a combination of group activity, discussion and elements of traditional teaching. It had a clear theme and purpose and he engaged all members of the group. I argue that my experience shows that we should not dismiss students just because their past work has suggested that they do not have the correct temperament or level of skill for a role or activity. I mentioned earlier that I saw the Student Law Office as a place of transition. It is not just a location for the development of skills -it is a site for human transition as well. By giving students the opportunity to appreciate their human capabilities, student led firm meetings in experiential education can have a powerful effect on those who we might not see as having natural leadership potential.
Learning outcomes
Half of the students made the learning outcomes for the session explicit. Most started their session by providing an explanation as to why the firm meeting was going to be about a particular topic or how they had decided on the activities that we were going to undertake. I suspect that many students did this because they wanted to (a) justify the reason they had chosen the theme/activities and (b) show how much thought they had put into it. Talking to the students, there appeared to be a competitive element to these firm meetings, with each student wanting their meeting to be "better" than others they had seen.
RE-SETTING THE LEADERSHIP ROLE
In most small group sessions students rarely arrange themselves in the best configuration.
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In the Student Law Office, the meeting room is arranged so that there is one table with three chairs on one side, three chairs on another and one chair at the top. Students naturally sit on each side of the table and the supervisor sits at the top.
The interview rooms where the meetings are held are very small and just about fit the seven people in there. In my experience, students choose the same or similar seating formation each week. Most students take up a self-selected position at the start of the year. Each week they go back to that chair.
In the first student led firm meeting I attended I did not sit at the top of the table. I chose one of the six free chairs around the table, not the chair at the top. Interestingly, when the students arrived for the meeting they all seemed to avoid the chair at the top, even the person who was leading that meeting. It was a symbol of power. Over time, the students who led the meeting began to position themselves in that chair, although, as I noted in my reflective diary, the idea that I had a set place remained:
My perceived "place" at the top of the table was emphasised today when, after she had led her meeting, a student remarked "I don't like being in your chair".
At first, students did not want to sit in the power chair. As they came into the room they looked at it, and then quickly avoided it. However, over time the students became used to the idea that I had "joined the circle"
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. In doing so, I had physically symbolised the transfer of power to the student leading the meeting.
This represented a real change in my views about room configuration. Before I began the student led meetings, I had written in my diary the following thoughts:
We sit around a Since the commencement of student led firm meetings, at no point have I felt that there has been a decline in the students' appreciation of professional conduct issues or that they have taken the transfer of power to mean that they do not have to be responsible for the progress of their live case work. In fact, one of the consequences of my experiences of implementing student led firm meetings has been that I now join the circle right at the start of the academic year and someone else (usually on a rotating basis) sits at the top seat (which no longer is seen as such). I am now -as I alluded to earlier -fully and firmly in the boat in all aspects of clinical life.
IMPLICATIONS 44
Ibid.
Once the student led firm meetings were over I noted in my reflective diary the main features of the meetings. I wrote that each student tasked with leading a meeting had the opportunity to:
• identify their and others' learning needs
• plan and set the goals for the meeting
• choose when and where they did their planning
• create problems to tackle or find issues to discuss
• prepare relevant resources and materials
• make all of the decisions about the content and format of their meeting
• make use of or develop creative talent
• decide when the meeting was at an end
• engage in self-assessment I have highlighted in bold the words that align with the characteristics of studentcentred learning. In student led firm meetings the student is at the heart of the activity, responsible for all significant decisions, has a high level of choice and encouraged to be creative and reflect on their work. In simple terms, the students' behaviour changed from simply turning up to a firm meeting and engaging as much or as little as desired, to being responsible for the meeting going ahead as well as the content it covered and the way in which it was delivered. Authority, control, influence and impact sat primarily with the student, not with me.
Anecdotally, I have heard other teachers express the view that it is not for us to change students' behaviour, especially in a higher education setting. They argue that students know what they have to do and what is expected of them and that it is for them to choose whether they contribute to small group sessions or not. This falls into the trap of thinking that autonomy is a personality issue. Students cannot build their own knowledge if they are not afforded the opportunity to be in control of their and others' learning in small group sessions. In a clinical setting such as the Student Law
Office, this has to go beyond students freely discussing their cases or taking part in exercises the supervisor has chosen.
The overwhelming effect of experiences of the student led firm meetings which took place that year was to force me to reflect on my own teaching practice. In all but one of the student led firm meetings, I was treated just like any other student. I had to take part in the games, complete the psychometric tests, give my opinion when asked, find an article to discuss in the meeting, be tested on my presentation skills, and answer questions about my goals, development and case work. As a participating member of the group, I was trained in presentation skills, interviewing techniques, business development and networking, educational changes, issues relating to the local economy and negotiation skills. Additionally, and perhaps more surprisingly, I
was shown how to deliver a successful small group session by my students, how to use activities to engage the group and how simple materials can be utilised to facilitate teaching.
I had also underestimated the importance of team building. I presumed that my students would talk to each other outside of firm meetings whilst they got on with their work in the Student Law Office. I thought that they would build a relationship with one another, as they did with me as the year went on. However, many students began their firm meetings by saying "we don't really know each other" or "I think we should get to know each other better". At this point, they had been in the same group for nearly 5 months so it was surprising that they felt the need to focus their meeting around activities designed to build relationships and get to know each other. Team building activities included question cards and games (electronic and handmade). One student bought buzzers from the Early Learning Centre so that firm members could "buzz" to say when they had an answer to a question. There was much more laughter and a relaxed atmosphere. We learned about each others' life goals, work experience and interesting moments. This often led to further discussion.
For example, one student had got his head stuck in a set of railings when the Queen visited the region in the 1990s. This prompted a discussion on local history, where students were from, and how that affected their career ambitions, all topics which could inform the reflective essays that formed part of their assessment.
Teachers may be reticent to incorporate team building activities into their small group sessions, especially in the second semester of the final year of a degree course. The fear is that students do not pay thousands of pounds to put sticky notes on their head
and press colourful buzzers. My experience is that these sessions can and do facilitate greater engagement in later meetings (both student and supervisor led). You would not run a team building session every week, but a strategically placed bonding exercise where the purpose is clearly set out and which links back to an educational/assessment topic 45 can be more effective in the long term for group dynamics.
One of the regular comments that I receive from fellow teachers when I talk about student led small group sessions is: "Don't we have enough to do without shoehorning in these "alternative" sessions?". My typical response is to point out that they're looking at it from the perspective that sessions where the tutor facilitates a discussion (but retains ultimate control) is normal and, accordingly, the right way to teach. Student led sessions should not be an alternative. They should be weaved into the programme appropriately and with proper consideration at the outset as to how they will work. Going back to the question that I posed at the start of this piece -is small group work in experiential legal education an inherent model of student-centred teaching? -the answer is clearly no. It is not inherent. However, we can align small group work in clinical legal education to a constructivist vision by transferring power to students in a way that provides space for those students to engage in a dialogue of their own choosing. B Employability Student B put the group into pairs. The people in the pairs were up against each other for a job. Each person had to pick a card from a pile Student B had prepared. Each card had a word written on it, such as "sociable", "motivated", "ambitious", "reliable" and "talkative". Each person had to use those words in a 1 minute speech to get the job. This was followed by a general discussion about students' experiences of interviews.
C Skills
The firm was asked to split in two -one group would be the claimant and the other the defendant.
The group was given a mock scenario written by Student C. The groups prepared their arguments separately and then came together to negotiate a settlement. Student C was the judge. D Employability Student D asked students to bring an article on the economy with them to the meeting. In the meeting, Student D invited each person to discuss that article. Discussions included reference to Tesco, HMV and Peter Jones' purchase of Jessops. This was followed by a round I Employability Student I led a discussion on the meaning of business development and why it is important. Student I had designed a number of small exercises including "what does your handshake say about you?" and provided useful tips for networking. This included recognising when to/ not to join a group at a networking event.
J Skills Student J asked each student to bring in a letter to a client that they had written during their time in the Student Law Office. Students were invited to discuss the feedback that they were given on that letter. Student J then gave the group an article on writing well to read in the meeting and invited discussion about that article.
K Team Building
Student K split the firm into two teams. Each team was given a buzzer and then asked questions on the economy/financial matters. He provided prizes for the winning team.
L
Team Building Student L asked the group to take part in a number of team building games (getting to know you, truth/lie) involving buzzers and other props such as balloons.
M Team Building
Each person had a sticky note put on their head with the name of a company that had been in the news. They had to ask questions and guess the company. This exercise was followed by a "High/low" game in respect of certain companies' finances. N Employability Student N brought a number of articles about the changes to legal education and led a group discussion drawing on various ideas raised in those articles. This was followed by a discussion about the students' career choices and what they want to do next.
O Team Building
Student O prepared question cards about people's experiences in life and the Student Law Office. Students were invited to take a card and answer the question. P Employability Student P invited the CEO of a local business to attend the firm meeting and speak about his experiences. He gave an overview of his life in business and he asked the students questions about themselves and what they want to do. Q Employability Led a group discussion about the benefits and challenges of pro bono legal work. R Employability Psychometric testing -a verbal reasoning test. Then Student R produced a home made board game based on snakes and ladders with questions about their clinic experience, clinical legal education, and improvements they might wish to make to the clinic model.
